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Shout out from Mrs. Sammarco 

 From all of the stories on Friday, it sounded like all of the students had a wonderful time trick or treating on Thursday despite the weather. I 
thoroughly enjoyed hearing about all of the different way the students sorted their candy pieces, there was a lot of counting and creative 
sorting happening. I would also like to thank all of the parents that helped plan and run the party. The students had a great time painting pumpkins, 
feeling gross objects, becoming a mummy and of course eating all of the snacks.  
 
Last week, I sent home a “pre-conference form” I would greatly appreciate it if you fill it out and return it by Monday. I use this information to 
help guide parent teacher conferences. I am looking forward to chatting with each of you at conferences on Tuesday and Thursday!  
 
Our class will be attending the Lincoln Elementary School Book Fair on Thursday, November 7th. The PTA provides each student with $5 to spend on 
books when our class goes at 2:40. If you would like to send your child with more money, please send it in an envelope or zip-lock bag with their 
name on it before or on Thursday morning.  

Have a great weekend,  
Mrs. Sammarco 

 
 
 What we did in 1214 with week: 

 Language Arts:  
The students were busy identifying the main idea and supporting details in various short passages and books this week. To help identify 
the main idea, the students learned to look at the title, the first sentence of the passage as well as the last sentence. Once they 
identified the main idea, they changed it into a question. From there, they then found details in the passage to answer their main idea 
question. The students have really grasped this compression strategy.  
 
The students started another paragraph of the week, still focused around generating a personal narrative. This week the students 
were able to pick their topic from three preselected ones. They were encouraged to choose one that would allow them to write with 
confidence and provide them enough detail to make the paper interesting. Due to Halloween, this paper will go into next week.  
 
Learned new word wall words and fundamental writing words and focused on identifying words the long a vowel (ay, ai, a_e) 
 
Friendly letter writing to star student (Kaleb) 
 
Math:  
This week’s math targets were:  

- I can identify the attributes of a square, rectangle, triangle, pentagon, hexagon and a square.  
- I can identify the attributes of a cube and build a cube.  
- I can solve problems from 1st trimester using all of my strategies.  

The students took a shape assessment on Tuesday, they all did a marvelous job at remembering the attributes of the various shapes.  
 
Social Studies:  
In social studies this week, the students learned about families and how they are all different. Some key vocabulary words that were 
brought up in the reading were; generation, culture, citizen and tradition. The students talked about how their family is different from 
their classmates buts also found some similarities in different traditions that are celebrated at home.  

Looking Ahead: 

November 5th and 7th-       
Parent Teacher 
Conferences 

***November 7th- Book 
Fair- Our class will be 
going at 2:40*** 

November 8th-                
Teacher Work Day- No 
School for students 

November 25th-29th- 
Thanksgiving Break-     
No School  

 

 


